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Unlocking Potential: An Economic Valuation of Storage in Ontario (ESC)
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• …Over the next decade, this report shows that the introduction of at least 1,000 MW of energy 
storage can provide as much as $2.7 billion in total savings for Ontario’s electricity customers, and 
that the savings could reach upwards of $4 billion. 

• In large part, these savings are a direct result of more efficient utilization of the province’s long-
term generation assets, many of which were added to the system over the last decade or are 
currently being refurbished for the coming decades. From a net savings perspective, based on an 
installed cost of $200,000 per MW per year, energy storage can provide $774 million to $2 billion 
in savings under a base case and a high estimate case, respectively. 

• The potential savings from energy storage are categorized into three service types: 
• Wholesale Market: Energy storage can provide a range of wholesale market savings, 

including energy arbitrage, reduced prevalence of Surplus Baseload Generation, reduced 
need for flexibility and cost-guarantee procurement mechanisms, lower ancillary service 
costs, and increased participation in Capacity Auctions. In total, energy storage can provide 
$1.1 billion to $3.1 billion in gross savings in the wholesale market. 

• Maximize Transmission and Distribution Investment: Energy storage investments can 
be made at specific locations on the grid to better utilize existing transmission and 
distribution assets. Based on current power system planning outlooks and historical 
investment trends, energy storage can provide $457 million to $840 million in gross savings 
over the next decade. 

• Direct-to-Customer Savings: Energy storage can help electricity customers manage 
individual costs by shifting peak consumption, resulting in lower Time-of-Use rates and 
reduced demand charges. Energy storage can also help shift renewable energy output –
largely from solar generators – from low-value to high-value hours. 

• Energy storage can provide a number of more qualitative benefits – many of which will also 
produce savings, but have not been estimated as part of this report. The benefits include reduced 
greenhouse gas emissions, lower transmission congestion, increased electricity exports and 
import values and improved power quality

Key Takeaway:
“The further downstream battery-
based energy storage systems are 
located on the electricity system, 
the more services they can offer to 
the system at large.”



Case Study #1: Toronto’s First Virtual Power Plant (VPP) Pilot
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Key Takeaways:
• Fleet of home batteries 

operated as a virtual power 
plant to deliver affordable 
customer resiliency and local 
demand response

• Private-sector and 
unregulated utility 
ownership, along with IESO 
Grid Innovation funding 

• Value stacking to lower-costs 
to all beneficiaries, resulting 
in roughly equal cost-sharing 
between IESO + Utility + 
Customer

• RESULTS: DER value-
stacking results in ~2/3 
cost-reduction to LDC 



Case Study #2 & #3: Alectra Power.House Study & GMP Pilots
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Key Takeaways (Alectra):
• Power.House solar+storage pilot in York-Region 
• Identified customer + utility + system benefits for DERs 

and market opportunity 

Key Takeaways (GMP in Vermont):
• Home battery pilot for local congestion needs (NWA)
• Highlights the success of both BYOD (customer-owned) 

and customer lease (utility-owned) models



The Study of Energy Storage in Ontario Distribution Systems
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Key Takeaway:
An Ontario LDC (Essex) has assessed various technical 
and financial impacts of DERs (storage) on their system, 
identifying multiple value-creation opportunities



Ontario DER Value Stacking Potential
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Service Service Type Counterparty BTM DER FTM DER
Energy Arbitrage Energy Market IESO YES YES

Renewables Optimization Energy Market / Other IESO 
/ Renewable Generator MAYBE

Only applicable if 
“virtual” aggregation is 
possible

Operating Reserve Capacity Product IESO NO If >1MW

Capacity/DR Auction Capacity Product IESO If >1MW If >1MW

Reliability Must Run Ancillary Service IESO NO NO
Reactive Support & Voltage Control 
(RSVC) Ancillary Service IESO NO NO

Regulation Service Ancillary Service IESO If >1MW If >1MW

Other Programs (eg. Transactive 
Energy, Ramping, OR) DER Test Cases IESO WHERE APPLICABLE WHERE APPLICABLE

Non-Wires Alternative (eg. Tx capital 
savings) Non-Wires Alternative (NWA) Transmission Utility (eg.

HONI) YES YES

Non-Wires Alternative (eg. Dx capital 
savings) Non-Wires Alternative (NWA) Distribution Utility YES YES

Congestion / Tx Demand Charge 
Management  

Capacity Product (eg. Local 
Demand Response) Distribution Utility YES YES

Feeder Power Quality (SAIDI) Reliability Distribution Utility YES YES

Other Utility Programs Other Transmission or 
Distribution Utility WHERE APPLICABLE WHERE APPLICABLE

Global Adjustment Reduction Capacity Product (eg. ICI 
Program) Customer (Class A / B) If >500kW

Only applicable if 
“virtual” aggregation is 
possible

TOU Energy Savings TOU Energy Customer (Residential) YES

Power Quality Reliability Customer YES

Customer Net Metering TOU Energy Customer YES
GHG Savings (Optimized/Deferred 
Assets) Indirect Benefit Customer / IESO / 

Ontario YES

Key Takeaways:
• DERs can provide a 

wide array of benefits 
from customers to the 
utility to the wholesale 
market

• The ability for DERs to 
“stack” multiple 
services simultaneously 
is less understood, but 
represents the biggest 
opportunity for cost-
savings and wide-scale 
adoption

• DER ownership dictates 
the primary use-cases 

• Regulatory barriers 
(uneven playing field) 
remains the largest 
barrier to DER adoption

LDC 
FOCUS


